XPagesBazaar F.A.Q.

What is the XPagesBazaar?
It happens that I needed some extensions to XPages for my own projects. The best way to provide these extensions was to create a custom XPages library, thus came the XPages Bazaar.

Where does the name come from?
The library is a bag of unrelated features, like what you can find in a bazzar ([http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bazaar](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bazaar)). Shop what you want!

Why is this code shared with the community?
Because I'd like to share advanced techniques and components with the community. I believe that some of the provided features are generic enough to be reused in other projects.

What is the target audience?
Well, the library can either be used as is in existing projects. In that case, it aims to help any XPages developer, with basic XPages understanding.

It can also be seen as a show case for advanced techniques, and serve as a base for a custom development. This use case requires a in-depth understanding of the XPages runtime, Java development and XPages APIs.

What kind of support should I expect for this library?
Almost none, sorry. I won't have time to properly handle the requests coming in, so you'll be on your own. But you have the source code. I'll be accepting fixes, if you are willing to share your findings :-)

Now, help (code, documentation...) will be more than welcome. If you want to participate, please let me know.

How is this related to the XPages Extension Library?
Although it requires the extension library to run, the XPages bazaar is an independent project, following a different life cycle. So both projects are unrelated.

Can we see some features being pushed to the XPages Extension Library?
Well, maybe... If some features are popular enough, and if the XPages team thinks it is worth integrating them, then we might consider the requests. But, as mentioned earlier, the projects are unrelated. We do not commit on any potential integration.
**How is the XPages engaged with the XPages Bazaar?**
The broader XPages team is not involved in this project. This is a individual effort, even though the author is part of the team.

**What is IBM endorsement to this library?**
There is no IBM endorsement for this library.